
6
STALIN AND THE BURIAL OF 

INTERNATIONAL CONTROL

In the spring of 1946 Baruch, with his tough proposals for in-
ternational control, was busy working out his differences with the authors
of Acheson-Lilienthal Report, who carefully avoided the treacherous sub-
ject of sanctions. At the end of May 1946 Washington still had no policy
for international control of atomic energy. Byrnes remained noncom-
mittal. Asked whether he had a policy to propose, he said: “Oh hell, I
have none,” and advised Baruch to put forward his views.1 Baruch de-
clared on June 6 that he had “lost confidence in being able to work this
out satisfactorily with Truman and Byrnes.”2 In the meantime, other
member states of the Atomic Energy Commission already had their del-
egates on the ground in New York, eagerly expecting the first meeting.
On May 6 Baruch wrote to Byrnes, “We must avoid any appearance of
procrastination that might arouse suspicion . . . of any of our associates
in the United Nations.”3 Despite Baruch’s promise to “move rapidly,”
policy discussions stalled, and a month later the U.S. delegation could no
longer avoid the appearance of procrastination. Finally, after much back-
and-forth, Truman approved Baruch’s vision for sanctions—just a week
before the UNAEC was set to begin much-delayed deliberations.

How did these developments appear from the Soviet perspective? The
establishment of the UNAEC by the U.N. General Assembly was greeted
with enthusiasm in Moscow. In a speech on January 24, 1946, Soviet
Deputy Foreign Minister Andrei Vyshinskii declared that the commis-
sion was the “first important step of joint efforts of the United Nations
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in providing for peace and security in the world.” These efforts, argued
Andrei Gromyko, the Soviet permanent U.N. representative, had to cen-
ter on the postwar cooperation of great powers “in the spirit of unanim-
ity and agreement.” This was the key reason for subordinating the
UNAEC to the Security Council.4 The commission was a logical venue
to test Stalin’s assumptions about the postwar order: whether or not the
Americans were really willing to cooperate. If they did, they would have
to abandon atomic blackmail and perhaps even share nuclear know-how
with the USSR. The chances were slim from the outset.

Yet reportedly the Soviet Foreign Ministry eagerly expected the com-
mission to begin its work so as to see what nuclear secrets the Americans
would bring to the table.5 Delays in the U.S. appointment of a repre-
sentative to the commission caused considerable consternation in Mos -
cow. The Americans appeared to be dragging their feet in order to hang
on for as long as possible to their atomic monopoly. Fears already voiced
in Soviet policy circles in November 1945 — that the Truman-Attlee-King
joint declaration was only a cover-up for U.S. efforts to preserve its
atomic monopoly—were now confirmed by American hesitance to pro-
ceed quickly and smoothly toward a genuine international discussion of
control.

One example of such thinking can be seen in a special memorandum
prepared on March 29, 1946, by the senior Foreign Ministry analyst
Georgii Saksin. Noting the delay in the appointment of a U.S. represen-
tative to the Atomic Energy Commission, Saksin concluded that it was
caused by the “desire of the USA and the countries which participated
in the manufacture of the atomic bomb to postpone the work of the
Commission and thereby put obstacles in the way of implementation of
international control over atomic energy.” Saksin also summarized state-
ments by Byrnes and prominent senators that indicated to him that
Washington would not be inclined to share atomic secrets with the USSR
and, moreover, would not consider itself to be bound by the decisions of
the AEC unless these decisions corresponded to U.S. interests.

Saksin analyzed in some detail the discussions in the United States of
the idea of national control of atomic energy, which centered at the time
on the problematic issue of whether the U.S. Atomic Energy Commis-
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sion should be made up mainly of military or civilian personnel. He was
worried that the military point of view would carry the day in the end,
but in any case he noted that the discussion of atomic energy control in
the U.S. Senate (and in the media) had a “clear anti-Soviet character.”
The conclusion: “All of this shows that American government and mili-
tary circles, which are dominated by anti-Soviet views, are not willing to
proceed toward establishment of international cooperation in the sphere
of control of atomic energy.”6

One curious aspect of Saksin’s report is his implied definition of
 international control. For him it came down to no more than the United
States sharing its atomic secrets with the USSR. This was one of the 
main reasons for the Soviet agreement to the establishment of the U.N.
Atomic Energy Commission in the first place. Control, in the sense of
Washington sharing nuclear know-how with the USSR, was a gulf apart
from the idea of supranational control put forward in the Acheson-
Lilienthal Report. Another reason for Soviet participation was to use the
UNAEC platform to accuse the United States of atomic blackmail. These
two considerations formed the basic Soviet policy with regard to the
commission.

With policy thus specified, Moscow appointed Gromyko as head of
the Soviet delegation to the AEC. Gromyko, despite his youth (at thirty-
six, less than half Baruch’s age), was already an experienced diplomat,
having served as the Soviet ambassador to the United States since 1943.
But Gromyko did not get to pick his team of experts. The General Staff
and the Special Committee were both involved.7 On the advice of Spe-
cial Committee members Igor Kurchatov, Boris Vannikov, and Mikhail
Pervukhin, Beria approved Dmitrii Skobeltsyn and Semion Aleksandrov
as scientific consultants to Gromyko.8 It was of course expected that the
Special Committee and the military would be involved in the affairs of
the Soviet delegation to the UNAEC. But the arrangements also show
that Soviet atomic diplomacy was never more than a branch of the So-
viet atomic project. It did not have a separate status as a foreign policy
issue.

No matter who represented the Soviet Union at the Atomic Energy
Commission, the chances were that they would not have much personal
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input into the formulation of Soviet policy. Before departing for New
York on May 19, Skobeltsyn and Aleksandrov were briefed by Molotov
about the position they had to take.9 In fact, detailed instructions were
still in the making. Only on May 22 did the first draft of the Soviet pro-
posal to the commission (prepared on Molotov’s earlier instructions)
reach the desk of Deputy Foreign Minister Vyshinskii. The author of the
proposal, Aleksei Roshchin, head of the Foreign Ministry’s International
Organizations Department, noted that the Americans “intended to put
the brakes on [UNAEC] activities” and that the Soviet delegates had to
counter this strategy by putting forward ideas that would “move the
work of the Commission in the needed direction.”10

The “needed direction” was more accurately several directions: first,
conclusion of the convention on the prohibition of atomic weapons, then
exchange of scientific information. The first proposal entailed renuncia-
tion, by all participating states, of the use of atomic energy for military
means, and, with reference to the United States, demanded destruction
of all existing stocks of atomic weapons within three months. The pur-
pose of this convention was entirely transparent. If Washington agreed,
it would have to unilaterally destroy its atomic stockpile and cease to
manufacture new bombs, while the Soviet Union would be free to bring
its own atomic program to a successful conclusion. In the likely scenario
that the United States rejected this convention, the Soviet Union would
still stand to benefit from propaganda against American atomic mo -
nopoly.

The other proposal was to create two committees under the UNAEC.
One committee would discuss ways to eliminate the threat of atomic war
(effectively, to serve as an instrument of Soviet propaganda). The other
committee was to consider the question of exchange of scientific infor-
mation about practical application of atomic energy. The proposal out-
lined in intricate detail just what kind of information Moscow wanted to
“exchange” (receive from the United States): scientific discoveries re-
lated to atomic fission, technology for the application of atomic energy,
organization of industrial production and location of uranium deposits.

Was there anything of value for the Soviets in the information that
would be furnished to the UNAEC under the Gromyko Plan? Collection
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of atomic intelligence was the trade of professional Soviet spies, though,
as Amy Knight shows, in their ardent pursuit of spying quotas, the GRU
and the NKVD often supplied Moscow with useless generalizations.11

But the lines between espionage and diplomacy were blurred at best—
sometimes to the point of farce as later captured in the character Soviet
Ambassador Sadesky of the 1964 film Dr. Strangelove.

For example, the U.S. consul general in Vladivostok, O. Edmund
Clubb, reported on November 14, 1945, that he had been approached by
the local Foreign Ministry representative, Dmitrii Ryzhkov, who asked
“whether he could be supplied with any pictures treating the subject of
the atomic bomb.” Clubb concluded that the approach indicated that
“Soviet government representatives and agents everywhere may have
been instructed somewhat urgently to obtain from every source possible
all available information which would be sifted for clue to desired secret
by Soviet scientists.”12 If Clubb was right in his suspicions (and he prob-
ably was), Soviet interest in the “exchange of information” in the UNAEC
context acquires a new light.

Roshchin forwarded these recommendations to Molotov on May 29:
they formed the basis of the Soviet proposals at the U.N. Atomic En-
ergy Commission—the Gromyko Plan (though Gromyko had nothing to
do with its development). Formulation of this position, as far as one can
say on the basis of declassified Russian records, was not marked by pol-
icy differences, as had been between Baruch and the Acheson-Lilienthal
group. Decisions were made at the top, in all probability by Stalin, whose
main aim in early 1946 was to do everything possible for the Soviet
Union to obtain the bomb while diplomatically undercutting U.S.
“atomic monopoly” by talk of prohibition of nuclear weapons. This was
what Gromyko was instructed to do at the UNAEC.

On June 14, 1946, Baruch announced his plan at the first session of the
Atomic Energy Commission. Baruch spoke of the “black portent of the
new atomic age,” behind which was a “hope, which seized upon with
faith, can work our salvation.” That hope was in the creation of the In-
ternational Atomic Development Authority with broad responsibilities,
including “managerial control . . . of all atomic energy activities potentially
dangerous to world security,” “power to control, inspect, and license all
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other atomic activities,” “the duty of fostering the beneficial uses of
atomic energy,” and “research and development responsibilities.” Baruch
said, further, that “the peoples want a program not composed merely of
pious thoughts but of enforceable sanctions,” which required the removal
of the veto power from the realm of atomic energy. As for dismantling
U.S. atomic stockpile and sharing information with the USSR—the points
of greatest interest to the Soviet delegation—Baruch promised such con-
cessions in the future, after, by successive stages, reliable safeguards had
been put in place and the Atomic Development Authority had become
fully operational.13

Perhaps aware of the need to defend the ADA against the charge of
compromising national sovereignty, Baruch argued that the people were
“not afraid of an internationalism that protects; they are unwilling to be
fobbed off by mouthings about narrow sovereignty, which is today’s
phrase for yesterday’s isolationism.”14 Gromyko, who presented Soviet
ideas for international control on June 19, most emphatically defended
national sovereignty and rejected Baruch’s proposal to remove atomic
energy from under the power of veto in the Security Council as “in-
compatible with the interests of the United Nations.”15 This was no sur-
prise; it had been one of the main Soviet points in the December
discussions in Moscow. The Soviet aim was to deprive the U.N. Atomic
Energy Commission of even the potential for doing anything that could
interfere with or undermine the intensifying Soviet nuclear project.

In explaining Soviet initiatives, Gromyko emphasized the “extreme
importance” of the convention for the prohibition of atomic weapons—
this was ostensibly of greater importance to the Soviet Union than was
exchange of information. Sharing of nuclear secrets, even if that came
about, was of less practical than symbolic significance for the USSR: it
would speak to Washington’s willingness to be on equal terms with the
Soviets. This idea of great-power equality was central to Stalin’s postwar
thinking. The Soviet approach toward the UNAEC is only one example
of such thinking. Equality was fundamentally incompatible with the U.S.
atomic monopoly—that is why Gromyko stressed the necessity of con-
cluding convention before anything else. The mere American possession
of the bomb helped “increase suspicion of some countries [USSR] in re-
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gard to others [the United States] and give rise to political instability.”16

Stability was possible only when there was a balance of power—military
power but also psychological power, where the bomb gave the U.S. such
an advantage.

Difficult Negotiations

That said, Soviet perception of the bomb as a weapon had
changed little in the months since Hiroshima. Real changes did not begin
until 1948. On February 7 of that year the Special Committee discussed
for the first time the necessity to reevaluate “many points in the military
science” in light of the development of atomic weapons, and sharp turns
in military strategy came only with Stalin’s death in 1953.17 But keen So-
viet interest in the U.S. nuclear weapons program did not end with the
charred hand that Ivanov and Sergeev brought from Hiroshima. In fact,
in 1946 Moscow eagerly sought ways to assess American atomic power,
and the talk of international cooperation and control of nuclear energy
provided unusual opportunities for such assessment, which is one of the
reasons why there was so much interest in Moscow about Byrnes’s
UNAEC proposals in the first place.

When the news surfaced of a planned U.S. nuclear test in the Pacific,
Soviet leadership wasted no time in applying for a permission to send ob-
servers to witness the spectacle. Instructions to this end were passed by
Molotov to the Soviet embassy in Washington on February 2, 1946. Ten
days later, the U.S. chargé d’affaires George Kennan handed Molotov a
letter from Byrnes, who said that the test had not yet been agreed upon,
and so no invitations could be issued to observers. The Soviet foreign
minister said nothing, but the letter was nevertheless forwarded to
Stalin.18 In March one Soviet diplomat suggested that the Americans be
reminded about invitations to Soviet observers, though this idea was ap-
parently turned down by Vyshinskii, perhaps as too embarrassing.19

Invitations finally came in May 1946. After discussions among Beria’s
committee, Admiral Nikolai Kuznetsov of the navy, and the Foreign Min-
istry, Mikhail Meshcheriakov and Semion Aleksandrov were sent as ob-
servers on a lengthy cruise in the Pacific. Although both were scientists,
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the Soviet observers perhaps had interests outside academia. This was es-
pecially true of Meshcheryakov, who used his journey in the Pacific to spy
on U.S. defenses, on which he reported extensively in a secret memo to
Beria’s deputy V. A. Makhnev on September 1, 1946.20 The Soviet ob-
servers’ report to the Special Committee regarding the actual nuclear
test was, unsurprisingly, narrowly empirical and squarely concerned with
military matters. It is important to note, though, that Stalin’s skeptical
assessment of the military significance of the bomb was only provisional,
subject to change with every new fact that the Soviet military and secu-
rity establishment gathered with its remarkable scrupulousness.

On July 1, 1946, Meshcheriakov and Aleksandrov participated in the
first public display of atomic destruction at the Bikini Atoll in the Pacific
Ocean. The two betrayed no emotions at the sight of the explosion. Alek-
sandrov merely shrugged his shoulders, pointed to the mushroom cloud,
and muttered: “Not so much.”21 Internal Soviet analysis of the Bikini
tests bore a mark of skepticism. On July 13 Kurchatov, Khariton, and
Vannikov prepared a report for Molotov which downplayed the results
of the test:

1. The bomb exploded in the air very precisely near [battleship] “Ne -
 vada.”

2. When the bomb exploded the ships showed exceptional viability;
therefore results of the explosion were insignificant in comparison
with what had been expected here.

3.  Everyone’s disappointment with the results of the explosion of the
atomic bomb in the air over very closely placed ships is turning here
to a hope to obtain destructive results for the ships from an under-
water explosion.

Molotov was also advised that even American officials spoke with disap-
pointment about the results of the atomic test—that the Pearl Harbor at-
tack was much more effective, that the extent of radiation had been
overestimated, and the like.22

Official Soviet reaction to the Bikini tests was muted. It was not until
July 3 that Pravda even mentioned the explosion, and when it did, it
predictably accused the United States of duplicity in, on the one hand,
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advocating international control, and, on the other hand, perfecting the
atomic bomb and using it as a tool of blackmail in international poli-
tics.23 But most Soviet comments on the Bikini tests downplayed the
power of the atomic bomb. A Pravda commentary called the results “far
more modest” than what had been expected. And then—silence. Only
Professor Aleksandrov offered insights to journalists after he disembarked
from the USS Panamint in San Francisco on August 12. “The Soviet
government,” he said, “is planning some time to have a demonstration
of the atomic bomb.” The test would take place “some place in Russia
where it would not be dangerous to people or world life.” Aleksandrov
predicted that the USSR would test its first A-bomb “in the measurable
future” and would even invite members of the United Nations for the
demonstration. Pressed for information, Aleksandrov reportedly de-
clared: “I do not know whether we have an atomic bomb right now—
perhaps we have, perhaps we have not. But I believe that very soon we
will have everything you have in the United States. We have worked for
many years on atomic energy in the Soviet. Russia has the raw material
and the personnel.”24

Such remarks coming from an authoritative Soviet source naturally
stirred U.S. media excitement. The New York Times, for example, head-
lined the story: “Soviet Has Atomic Bomb Ready to Test, Russian Sci-
entist Implies.” Although this implication was very far from the truth
(the Soviet Union was months away from its first nuclear reactor, much
less a bomb), there was no official reaction from Moscow to Aleksan-
drov’s remarks. But there was a discussion of the subject in the Soviet
leadership. As a result of an exchange of opinions between Beria, Molo-
tov, and Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir Dekanozov, it was decided
“not to publish a denial on this question but only go as far as issuing a
directive to professor Aleksandrov not to give any interviews without an
appropriate permission.” Then the issue was brought to the attention of
Stalin, who apparently acceded to this strategy.25

It suited the Soviet leadership to keep the world guessing about Soviet
atomic ambitions and progress in the development of the bomb. Soviet
propaganda accused the Americans of atomic blackmail while minimizing
the bomb’s significance, yet cultivating just enough uncertainty to erode
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Washington’s confidence in its own monopoly on the secret weapon.
Even Molotov did not mind a role in the masquerade. He announced, in
his speech at the U.N. General Assembly on October 29, 1946, that “one
must not forget that for one side’s atomic bombs the other side may find
atomic bombs and something else.”26 Thus Molotov not only resisted
U.S. atomic blackmail but even turned it around and threatened the
United States, even in the absence of the atomic bomb or “something
else” to show for it. Some time after this beautifully orchestrated bluff,
Stalin commented to Molotov: “My, you are strong!”27

In the meantime, U.S. and Soviet negotiators came to loggerheads,
and talks at the Atomic Energy Commission continued for two months
without noticeable results. Determination to stand strong in the face of
U.S. atomic “intimidation” rendered the Soviet diplomatic stance at the
commission inflexible. Baruch, too, was unyielding. Each side insisted
on its original plan laid out publicly in June: an international authority
backed by the power of sanctions (as Baruch envisioned) and an inter-
national convention banning nuclear weapons, with the establishment of
a toothless commission to talk about issues of international control and
exchange of information (as advocated by Gromyko). On August 6, after
the two sides again crossed swords in a hopeless polemic about the
virtues of the respective plans, it was decided to postpone further meet-
ings until the Scientific and Technical Committee, composed of experts
from members of the commission, reported on the general feasibility of
international control.

Meetings of the scientific experts were less ideologically and politically
charged than the formal sessions of the AEC. The Dutch expert Hendrik
Kramers suggested that his colleagues discuss matters in their personal ca-
pacity as scientists and not as representatives of their respected govern-
ments.28 The spirit of this proposal was in tune with a shaping consensus
among nuclear scientists in the West that they bore special responsibilities
for preserving world peace. Western scientists tried their best to achieve
an understanding on this point with their Soviet colleagues, but it invari-
ably turned out that Soviet science merely echoed the tenets of Soviet
propaganda. Soviet scientists were Soviet first, scientists second. This, of
course, did not rule out quiet Kapitsa-style resentment, but on the whole
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the idea of international scientific solidarity in the name of peace proved
to be illusory. In order to appreciate just what international scientific sol-
idarity meant for the Soviets, we must take a step back in time.

Scientists and Realists

On a November day in 1945 the Danish physicist Niels Bohr en-
countered Russian visitors at his institute in Copenhagen. One of the vis-
itors introduced himself as Iakov Terletskii, a nuclear physicist from
Moscow. Bohr had never heard of Terletskii, but he carried a letter of in-
troduction from the physics heavyweight Petr Kapitsa, whom Bohr knew
well and respected. In his recommendation, grudgingly written under
Beria’s pressure, Kapitsa said that Terletskii “will explain to you the goals
of his foreign tour.”29 These goals entailed twenty-two technical ques-
tions on atomic fission, composed by Kurchatov and his team. Beria may
have hoped that Bohr, a physicist familiar with some of the details of the
U.S. atomic effort, would voluntarily disclose sensitive data. But Bohr’s
replies to the NKVD physicist were disappointing, consisting mostly of
known facts and bereft of any secrets.30

But in one passage, dutifully written down by Terletskii, Bohr, as if re-
alizing (as he probably did) whom the “young Russian physicist” really
represented, addressed broader implications of the atomic age:

We need to consider the establishment of international control
over all countries as the only means of defense against the atomic
bomb. All mankind must understand that with the discovery of
atomic energy the fates of all nations have become very closely in-
tertwined. Only international cooperation, the exchange of sci-
entific discoveries, and the internationalization of scientific
achievements, can lead to the elimination of wars. . . . All scien-
tists believe that this greatest discovery must become the prop-
erty of all nations and serve for the unprecedented progress of
mankind.31

In this passage, Bohr took his personal struggle for international control
of atomic energy a step beyond his efforts in early 1944. Then he had
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met with  Roose velt and Churchill to warn them of the dangers of nuclear
monopoly. Now he made an appeal to Stalin, arguing against leaving the
atomic bomb in the hands of a “group of politicians.” Bohr’s passionate
defense of scientific solidarity for world peace did resonate with the think-
ing of one man in Moscow, but that man was not Stalin. It was Bohr’s
old acquaintance Petr Kapitsa, who himself argued in a letter to Stalin for
“greater trust between scientists and statesmen” and, in rare defiance of
Stalinist constraints, maintained his own correspondence with Bohr ex-
ploring themes of international scientific solidarity.

Stalin and Beria saw both Bohr’s far-reaching propositions and
Kapitsa’s modest complaints about bureaucratic arrogance, and were pre-
dictably uninspired. Bohr’s appeals fell on deaf ears; Kapitsa’s complaints
solicited Beria’s suggestive response—he presented the physicist with a
hand-gun.32 In 1946 Russia’s foremost advocate of scientific solidarity
was disgraced and thrown out of his institute: Soviet bomb makers did
not appreciate his agenda. Iurii Smirnov once asked the designer of the
first Soviet A-bomb, Iulii Khariton, why Kapitsa lost his job. “He picked
too many fights,” answered Khariton.33 Unlike the maverick Kapitsa, So-
viet bomb makers did not pick fights. They worked with the bureaucrats
for a single goal single-mindedly, and international scientific solidarity,
with its special emphasis on the scientists’ responsibility in maintaining
peace, had to take a back seat to the “problem number one.”

Western physicists did not seem to appreciate the political constraints
of Soviet science. Among the most persistent advocates for international
collaboration in scientific research was the famous French physicist
Frédéric Joliot-Curie: in late 1944 he approached the Soviet ambassador
in France with a proposal to put him in contact with relevant scientists
in the USSR. Inevitably, though, it was Beria who evaluated Joliot-
Curie’s request. Probably noting that the physicist was a known Soviet
sympathizer, Beria requested Kurchatov to suggest someone who could
productively meet with Joliot-Curie and question him about the latest
developments in atomic research. Kurchatov was also charged with draft-
ing a list of questions—he did so in a special letter to Deputy Commis-
sar for Armaments Vasilii Makhnev on December 9, 1944.34 The meeting
apparently never took place, but Joliot-Curie persisted in his efforts to es-
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tablish cooperation. When he visited the Soviet Union for an academic
gathering in June 1945, he told Soviet colleagues that “all his sympathies
[were] on [their] side and, despite repeated American attempts to put
him to work conducted in the USA, he [was] ready to provide all his
knowledge and experience . . . in order to help the USSR to catch up
and get ahead of America.”35

Joliot’s proposal certainly intrigued the Soviets, and it was duly re-
ported to Stalin. But excitement burned out when it became clear that
Joliot aimed merely at “mutual consultations” with the Soviet scientists.
In a letter to Stalin, Beria wrote that “Joliot’s proposed form of collab-
oration is unacceptable because of the secrecy of [our] work on ura-
nium.” Only if Joliot agreed to move to the USSR, together with his
team of scientists, “permanently or for a long time (3 – 5 years)” would
his offer be acceptable to the Soviet leadership. If so, he could be put on
par with German scientists working in the USSR—his services would be
compartmentalized, and he would not learn of the actual extent of the
Soviet atomic project.36 Stalin need not incur all the blame for these re-
strictions. Indeed, Beria’s letter rebuffing Joliot’s approaches was based
on an earlier draft bearing Kurchatov’s signature. With rare exceptions
there was no conflict between the policy makers and the scientists on the
atomic problem: both were on one side of the barricades in the race to
break American nuclear monopoly.

American scientists also tried to establish closer links with their Soviet
colleagues, if for no other than purely ideological reasons, but again with
no results. For example, efforts in late 1945 by Albert Einstein and oth-
ers to get Soviet scientists onboard a book project about the dangers of
the A-bomb and the need for international control, “One World Or
None,” ran aground: Einstein, Oppenheimer, Irving Langmuir, and
Harold Urey may not have realized that their letter to the president of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences, Sergei Vavilov, was immediately reported
to Beria and Molotov, who sanctioned Vavilov’s negative response. So-
viet scientists could not undertake independent initiatives; they were tied
by bureaucratic strings to ominous Beria and intransigent Molotov—
and ultimately to Stalin, who was unlikely to be converted easily to no-
tions of supranational scientific control of atomic energy.37 “One World”
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turned out to be less united by common ideals than Einstein, Oppen-
heimer, or Bohr imagined. The Soviets were unmoved even though the
authors of the appeal were all known physicists, perhaps even sympathetic
to the Soviet Union. Indeed, Oppenheimer’s profile, which had passed
through Beria’s desk, contained one sentence about his being a “secret
member of the American Communist Party.” Beria underlined the sen-
tence—and when he did, he must have had something more practical in
mind than sharing ideas for international control of atomic energy.38

Einstein tried again in April 1947; through his Emergency Committee
of Atomic Scientists he sent a letter to an old colleague in the USSR,
Abram Ioffe, in which he again outlined the need for scientists to unite
in order to bring about international control of atomic energy and the
elimination of war. This letter, picking up the classification “secret” on
its way, ended up on the desk of Andrei Vyshinskii, the deputy foreign
minister. Although Soviet scientists urged a response to Einstein (which
in any case would not depart from the general themes of the Soviet pro -
paganda), Vyshinskii ignored this recommendation and Einstein’s well-
meaning letter was sent to the archive to gather dust as a testament to the
shattered hopes of scientific solidarity.39

For the majority of Soviet scientists the prospect of international sci-
entific solidarity could not replace the imperative of solidarity with the
party and the government. It was to be expected, of course, that public
pronouncements by Soviet scientists regarding atomic energy would sup-
port Moscow’s official policy. It was to be expected that whether Vavilov,
or Ioffe, or even Kapitsa was approached, their responses to Western col-
leagues would follow the general pattern of a Pravda editorial. These
fundamental political constraints of the Soviet system made any genuine
dialogue between Western and Soviet scientists utterly impossible—even
in theory—especially in as sensitive a matter as atomic energy. But now,
thanks to the declassification of Soviet documents, we know just how
the Soviet state put words in the mouths of its respected scientific com-
munity.

In July 1946 the Committee for Foreign Correspondence of the Fed-
eration of American Scientists circulated a letter that, reiterating all major
points on the “One World” agenda, called on all scientists to take the
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greater part of responsibility for the use of atomic energy, and advocated
international control and abolition of warfare. This letter asked all re-
cipients to answer four questions:

1. How do you react, how do your colleagues react, and how does your
government react to the American policy as regards atomic energy?

2. What steps are the scientists of your country taking to establish con-
trol over the use of atomic energy?

3. What steps should be taken in order to intensify establishment of such
form of international cooperation as student exchange, free exchange
of scientific information etc.?

4. What other steps can we mutually take to strengthen the unity of the
peoples of the world, which could prevent another war?

This letter was received by several Soviet scientists and, naturally, was
passed right along the bureaucratic ladder to Vavilov.

As was the standard operating procedure in such circumstances,  Vavi -
lov consulted with Kurchatov and together they approached Beria with
a recommendation that the letter should be left unanswered. Beria, in
turn, requested Molotov’s opinion on September 13, 1946, and Molotov
agreed a few days later, “We should not respond.”40 This would have
been the end of this particular effort to establish international scientific
cooperation in control of atomic energy, but for the fact that in late Sep-
tember a copy of this letter reached Andrei Zhdanov, who was in charge
of ideology in Stalin’s Politburo. Zhdanov seemingly authorized a re-
sponse—in any case, a draft response was prepared and returned to  Zhda -
nov on October 28, 1946.

This response, written “on behalf of a group of Soviet scientists” by the
Pravda commentator E. M. Zhukov, criticized American efforts to “im-
press others with their mightiness and even ‘all-mightiness’ in order to
blackmail other countries, put them under pressure and impose [U.S.]
will on them.” In words that almost verbatim repeated Stalin’s com-
plaints to Harry Hopkins about U.S. Lend-Lease pressure in 1945,
Zhukov stressed that the United States’ use of atomic monopoly and
“atomic diplomacy” to get its way in international politics reached “pre-
cisely opposite results.” The draft response suggested the use of the U.N.
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machinery to establish control over atomic energy, destroy existing
atomic stockpiles, and avert the threat of war. Even this letter was even-
tually torpedoed by Molotov for being too explicit about Soviet atomic
policy, and the Federation of American Scientists never received Zhukov’s
response.41

Zhukov’s letter was a standard propaganda piece, and the fact that the
Soviet scientists who were supposed to affix their signatures to it were not
involved in the writing process speaks to the strength of Soviet political
constraints. Approaches by Western scientists to Soviet colleagues, if they
were not left unanswered (as they usually were), could elicit only official
propaganda, with its inescapable emphasis on the attempted U.S. atomic
blackmail and intimidation, and Soviet fearlessness in the face of these
perceived American threats. By their emphasis on the U.N. machinery in
control of atomic energy, Soviet scientists or their Pravda ghostwriters ef-
fectively declined any participation in the kind of international scientific
front for peace envisioned by Western advocates of scientific solidarity.
We have seen how genuinely interested were enthusiasts like Bohr and
other Western scientists in international control; they appealed to policy
makers, though unsuccessfully— Roose velt, Churchill, Truman. In Mos -
cow voices of enthusiasm were never even heard. Even Kapitsa’s views,
at least as he presented them to Stalin, hardly entailed the idea of re-
nouncing national sovereignty. The Stalinist state was not the proper en-
vironment for proliferation of such idealist views.

Strategy and Tactics

These serious political constraints were felt all the more intensely
by Soviet experts at the UNAEC. Yet the mode of operation offered by
Hendrik Kramers—that of unofficial discussions among scientists in their
personal capacities—worked surprisingly well for the Scientific and Tech-
nical Committee. Skobeltsyn cooperated with his colleagues in discus-
sions of methods of international control. This work resulted in a report
that considered from various angles atomic energy and its uses, as well as
stages of production of atomic fuel. As for the key question of interna-
tional control, the authors of the report claimed that there wasn’t “any
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basis in the available scientific facts for supposing that effective control is
not technically feasible.”42

Skobeltsyn’s participation made it appear that the Soviet experts would
approve the joint report, especially when he announced that he had no
objections to it. Skobeltsyn himself departed for Moscow on September
5. But on the following day his replacement, Aleksandrov, refused to ap-
prove the report, citing Gromyko’s busy schedule. In fact, Gromyko had
already read this report and even prepared his own analysis of its main
points, which he sent to Molotov, Beria, Vyshinskii, and Dekanozov as
early as September 2. In this analysis, while pointing out that the Amer-
icans might use the joint report to support their plan, it was also possi-
ble “considering the neutral character of the report of the Scientific and
Technical Committee, to use it in support of the correctness and sound-
ness of our proposal about the convention.”43

The joint report and Gromyko’s analysis were slowly digested in
Moscow over the following weeks, where bureaucrats—not scientists—
considered their intrinsic worth. Iakov Malik, who reviewed the report
for Dekanozov and Molotov, found fault with the report’s lack of depth.
The Americans did not give nearly enough information on their nuclear
program, and the report became “a popular exposition of elementary
and published information on the problem of atomic energy.”44 This
was, of course, disappointing, since the Soviet delegation saw exchange
of scientific information as the main task of the committee.45 On the
other hand, the authors of the report were uncertain in many of their
findings, recognizing that technical advances might make their analysis
obsolete.

Malik concluded that the Americans would use the report to support
their arguments in favor of strict international control—in particular, its
conclusion to the effect that control was technically feasible. But Malik
was optimistic because, after all, the report could also be turned on its
head: its uncertainties made it plausible to “argue for the impossibility of
implementation of effective control over atomic energy.” This meant that
the Soviet delegation, keeping in mind this escape route, did not have to
torpedo the technical report—which would in any case be “difficult” be-
cause, as Malik recognized, “the very process of production of any type
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of energy is unthinkable without implementation of technical control
over production of this energy.” Keeping these matters in mind, Malik
proposed to back the report with a reservation that “most conclusions of
the Committee’s report are hypothetical and conditional.”46

Dekanozov agreed with these recommendations on September 20 and
forwarded them to Molotov, who also signaled his approval. Six days
later Aleksandrov raised his hand in favor of the report. He read out
Malik’s reservation, but that did not prevent unanimous adoption of the
report.47 The sudden breakthrough was a welcome surprise for Baruch,
who thought that Soviet-orchestrated delays worked to weaken his po-
sition at the Atomic Energy Commission and wore out U.S. allies in the
matter of international control. In retrospect, it is clear that these delays
were the result of Soviet red tape. There was no intention, from the be-
ginning, to delay or much less torpedo the joint report of the Scientific
and Technical Committee. It was seen by the bureaucrat Gromyko and
the bureaucrat Malik as essentially inconsequential for the outcome of
the struggle at the UNAEC.

After adoption of the joint report of the Scientific and Technical
Committee, the UNAEC discussions shifted to Committee No. 2,
which was responsible for matters of atomic energy in all its phases, from
mining of ores to processing and production of uranium and plutonium
at separation plants and reactors. Beginning in October 1946 commit-
tee discussions proceeded on an informal basis, to facilitate exchange of
opinions among scientists and officials at the UNAEC. The tactic
seemed to be paying off at first. In one example, which suggested So-
viet willingness to cooperate with Committee No. 2, Aleksandrov vol-
unteered to talk about Soviet practices for control of raw radioactive
materials, noting that state possession of such materials simplified the
problem of control.48

Declassified Soviet documents reveal exactly what was behind this brief
manifestation of good faith and agreeable spirit on the part of the Soviet
negotiators. In a letter to Molotov, Aleksandrov claimed that he men-
tioned methods of control of raw materials in the Soviet Union in order
to receive “useful information” about uranium and thorium mining in
other member countries. This was done in accordance with Dekanozov’s
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instructions to Gromyko. Aleksandrov argued that such information was
in fact received from Canada, Brazil, and Australia.49 Whether this was
simply Aleksandrov’s way of avoiding the blame for undue “openness”
after his blunder in an interview in the aftermath of Bikini, or whether in-
deed the Soviet expert was carrying out the foreign ministry’s instruc-
tions to the letter, it is clear that the brief spell of cooperation at the AEC
in October 1946 was illusory and did not amount to Soviet willingness
to adopt any of the proposed U.S. control measures.

Despite this intransigent attitude, changes were in the making in the
Soviet position at the AEC. The new Soviet approach to the AEC began
to take shape in October 1946, and it originated with the delegation to
the commission, not with the Foreign Ministry bureaucrats. On Octo-
ber 12 Dmitrii Skobeltsyn, one of the Soviet experts at the commission,
suggested in a report to Molotov and Beria, among others, that the time
had come in negotiations with the Americans to shift from “passive de-
fense” to “active offense.” Skobeltsyn argued that the Soviet Union
could accept a system of control over atomic energy but only a system
that would be “fairly burdensome and constricting for America, with its
existing large-scale [atomic] industry, and at the same time would not tie
us down much for a considerably long period in the future.” In other
words, Skobeltsyn wanted a plan that would effectively control U.S.
atomic industry while leaving Soviet hands untied.

Skobeltsyn’s idea was to impose control on large atomic industry plans
while resisting interference in national research and development. The
United States would be disproportionately affected because it had the
most advanced atomic industry in the world, while the Soviet Union
would have a chance to catch up. It is important to take Skobeltsyn’s
proposal for what it was. It was not a radical departure from the Soviet
approach to the issue of international control. He did not suggest that
the Soviet Union accept any provisions of the Baruch plan, which would
reflect on the pace of the Soviet atomic project. The idea was to turn the
Baruch plan around in order to use it as a weapon against the U.S. atomic
monopoly. After all, he wrote, “we, in essence, have better grounds to 
demand establishment of control than America.” The main thrust of 
Skobeltsyn’s proposal was to regain moral authority, which the Soviet
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Union had lost in part because of Moscow’s opposition to the idea of in-
spection and control.50

A copy of Skobeltsyn’s proposal made it to Aleksei Roshchin, who
liked the idea and recommended it to Dekanozov. Roshchin emphasized
that Skobeltsyn’s proposal would prove detrimental to U.S. interests—
indeed, that Washington could hardly accept it. Nevertheless, by seem-
ing to make concessions to the Baruch Plan, the Soviet Union would
win politically because the Americans would have to adopt a “defensive”
posture, “which would even further weaken their position on the ques-
tions of atomic diplomacy.”51 The point was to adopt different tactics at
the AEC with the same long-term strategy: creating moral and material
obstacles to the U.S. atomic program while leaving Soviet hands untied.

Although Roshchin, with Dekanozov’s permission, informed Molo-
tov of Skobeltsyn’s ideas, it took a long time before any of these ideas
translated into real policy. There was no evidence of changes in the So-
viet attitude toward the Baruch Plan when Molotov addressed the U.N.
General Assembly on October 29, 1946. The foreign minister con-
demned the Baruch Plan in the strongest terms, portrayed Baruch per-
sonally as a warmonger or a maniac, and restated the Soviet case for a
convention banning production and use of nuclear weapons.52 In the
AEC the illusions of progress gave way to disappointment. By late No-
vember the Soviet negotiator Semion Aleksandrov felt that the two sides
had “gone about as far as we can” in trying to reconcile directives given
out by the two governments. The task was futile and Aleksandrov looked
forward to a more general compromise higher up, which would make a
solution to the standoff possible.53

Then, on November 28, in another speech at the United Nations,
Molotov unexpectedly called for “serious control” of atomic energy and
proposed creation of “special inspection organs.” A few days later, on
December 4, he went even further and pointed out that once created, the
control commission should operate according to its own rules, outside
the veto framework: “It must be perfectly understood that the question
of the principle of unanimity, known to us, which is active in the Secu-
rity Council, has no relation to the work of the commission.”54 The rev-
olutionary edge of Molotov’s proposal was substantially blunted by his
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insistence on the subordination of the control commission to the Secu-
rity Council, where the veto did indeed apply. Here was an obvious Tro-
jan horse: the commission could carry out its work without the danger
of being “vetoed,” but only inasmuch as the great powers in the Secu-
rity Council unanimously agreed. Another string of Molotov’s proposal
was that it was conditional on U.S. acceptance of the Soviet-proposed
convention banning production and use of atomic weapons.

Despite these limitations, Molotov’s agreement to the establishment of
a commission for inspection and control amounted to a step in the di-
rection of the Baruch Plan, as was readily recognized by Baruch himself
in the AEC meeting on the following day. Baruch concluded that Molo-
tov’s remarks indicated that the USSR “no longer regards the original
United States proposals as unacceptable.”55 Such optimism was hardly
justified, given the limited nature of Molotov’s concessions. The spirit of
the Baruch Plan was of course still unacceptable to Moscow, and ac-
ceptance of some language from the American proposals was only a tac-
tic to win the sympathy of international public opinion. In this sense,
Molotov’s proposals contained the same ideas as Skobeltsyn’s October
report, even though there is no direct evidence of a link between the
two.

These tactical changes in the Soviet position took place just as Baruch
geared up to press his plan to a vote in the UNAEC despite Gromyko’s
objections. Baruch had been concerned for some time that procrastina-
tion in voting on the American proposals only resulted in the loss of con-
fidence in the United States by its supporters in the UNAEC.56 He was
desperate to have a vote before the year was out, with the planned rota-
tion of AEC membership, after which it would take several more months
before the U.S. delegation could win newcomers to its position. Valuable
momentum would be lost. On December 5, 1946, Baruch submitted to
the UNAEC a draft that repeated the substance of his earlier proposals,
including insistence on sanctions and exemption from veto in the Secu-
rity Council for those countries that had violated their obligations under
the agreement. On Gromyko’s insistence the UNAEC adjourned for
consideration of Baruch’s draft.

On the following day Gromyko submitted to Molotov two memo-
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randums summarizing Baruch’s proposals and suggesting a Soviet re-
sponse. Gromyko argued that Soviet agreement to the establishment of
the control and inspection commission had to be conditional on the U.S.
acceptance of the convention on the prohibition and use of atomic
weapons. Gromyko predicted that the Americans would continue to re-
sist the idea of the convention because it would “bestow on them obli-
gations that they are trying by all means to avoid, noting their monopoly
position in the sphere of atomic weapons production.” But the United
States was weak on this point, Gromyko noted, in the “moral-political
sense.” It would be difficult for Washington to avoid the blame for using
atomic weapons “as a means of political pressure on other countries, first
and foremost on the Soviet Union.”

Next, Gromyko considered likely U.S. insistence on the “stage-by-
stage” thesis—that is, that the United States would offer nuclear know-
how to other countries only when enforceable safeguards had been
established. Gromyko thought that the Soviet agreement to a control
commission would undercut this American proposition because estab-
lishment of such a commission could be interpreted as realization of the
U.S. demands for enforceable inspection and control. In any case, Gro -
myko argued, “their position on this question is therefore becoming
much more vulnerable than before.” It is remarkable how strongly
Gromyko emphasized moral grounds in his proposal for new tactics at
the UNAEC. His thinking paralleled Baruch’s at about the same time:
what mattered was not what was accomplished at the commission or
whether nuclear armaments had been brought under control but to what
extent one’s opponent had been morally discredited in the eyes of the in-
ternational public opinion. This was atomic diplomacy par excellence,
and it showed Gromyko as a good player, albeit a little slow, for a month
earlier these proposals might have been disoriented the UNAEC to a
much greater degree; now, though, in early December, the vote on the
U.S. proposals was inescapably on the agenda.57

In a subsequent memorandum to Vyshinskii, Gromyko proposed
yielding to the United States on one further point: control and inspec-
tion of mining facilities. He pointed out that though it would naturally
be in the Soviet interest to leave mining outside the commission’s reach,
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control and inspection of processing plants only—at this point exclu-
sively U.S. facilities—was indefensible. Gromyko believed that “in the
event if we resist control over raw materials, the Americans will use our
position to wreck control of production (plants).” The key was to allow
the newly established international authority to control these plants, and
not on a “stage-by-stage” basis, as Baruch had insisted, but immediately
after the conclusion of the treaty.58

Was this anything more than a tactical move on the Kremlin’s part?
Hardly, because as Gromyko made clear time and again, he remained
completely opposed to the main tenet of the Baruch Plan: sanctions for
violators, not subject to great-power veto in the Security Council. In his
communications to Molotov on December 6 Gromyko insisted that
Baruch’s proposal to exempt the AEC from the veto was “utterly unac-
ceptable.” Sanctions were out of the question unless approved by a de-
cision of the Security Council with all great powers concurring. This
would naturally make any international control and inspection authority
entirely toothless, and that was exactly what Moscow wanted. The dif-
ference between Gromyko’s previous instructions and his new proposals
was that of tactics, not of strategy.

Between December 5, when Baruch put forward his draft to the AEC,
and the end of that month the commission met several times in formal
sessions, and delegations worked behind the scenes to make Baruch’s
recommendations more acceptable to the Soviets. Gromyko, though,
avoided detailed judgments on the merits of the American proposals in
public meetings. Instead, he repeatedly called for a delay in order to
“study” Baruch’s draft. In fact, as we have seen, Gromyko had studied
the draft in great detail and submitted his counterproposal to Molotov
on December 6, but it took several more weeks before he received con-
crete instructions from Moscow as to what line to take in the AEC ses-
sions. Gromyko’s instructions arrived on December 27, 1946 — so late
that the Soviet delegates had virtually no time to influence UNAEC de-
bate in the desired direction ahead of the December 31 deadline for the
commission’s report; Baruch, meanwhile, was pressing as hard as he
could for an early vote.

These instructions fell short, both in letter and spirit, of what Sko-
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beltsyn and Gromyko had recommended in their reports. Although So-
viet support for the idea of “control” was reaffirmed in general terms,
Gromyko was told to insist on the conclusion of the convention on the
prohibition of production and use of atomic weapons as an immediate
prerequisite to any discussions of control and inspection. Thus the Soviet
delegation returned to where it had been in June 1946. Without separat -
ing Baruch’s proposals into the conditionally acceptable and the unac-
ceptable, as Gromyko had tried to do, the Foreign Ministry’s instructions
dismissed the whole plan as “essentially unacceptable.” Still, Gromyko
was advised not to reject it outright “for tactical considerations,” but to
propose looking at the plan point-by-point. Gromyko was told: “Such a
tactic is more flexible and may produce better results than simply reject-
ing the American draft. It must be clear that, by turning down our pro-
posals, our partners will put themselves into an unprofitable situation,
and will have to take the odium of a split upon themselves, if they dare
to do so.”59

Gromyko’s instructions thus not only came too late to make any real
difference but, for all the talk of flexibility, did not go nearly as far as
Gromyko and Skobeltsyn had deemed possible in undermining Baruch’s
moral ground at the UNAEC. There is no better explanation for this pa-
thetic performance than the entrenched conservatism and red tape of the
Soviet Foreign Ministry, which in the end failed utterly in the tactical
game of scoring points with the international public opinion against the
United States, even in the absence of any intention on the Soviet part to
go along with the Baruch Plan. As matters stood, when Gromyko made
his long-overdue remarks at the 30 December UNAEC session—or,
rather, when he essentially parroted word for word his instructions from
Moscow—he failed to make any impression at all. Baruch called for a
vote, and other delegations, except for Poland, rose in support. When the
vote was taken the AEC report, based mainly on the U.S. proposals, was
approved by ten votes to none, with the Soviet Union and Poland ab-
staining.

The submission of the first AEC report to the Security Council marked
the end of one spectacular chapter of atomic diplomacy. One defining
feature of this chapter was that it played out in the immediate postwar
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years, at a time when wartime allies, the Soviet Union and the United
States, were already beyond comradeship-in-arms but not yet at each
other’s throats. Cooperation was at least theoretically possible, despite
deepening fears and shattered hopes on both sides of the descending
Iron Curtain. Stalin had in mind such cooperation with the United
States, which would assure “equality” in great-power relations while al-
lowing him to solidify Soviet spheres of influence and rebuild strength
after the devastating experience of the Second World War. He did not ex-
pect and did not plan for another war, convinced that Washington was
in no position to invade the Soviet Union in the foreseeable future. The
arrival of the atomic bomb changed nothing in this estimation.

One factor that did change, however, with the unleashing of the
bomb at Hiroshima, was the balance of psychological power. Irrespec-
tive of how effective nuclear weapons could be on the battlefield (here
Stalin clearly downplayed their significance), the bomb upset the notion
of great-power equality, allowing Washington (in Stalin’s imagination)
to resort to implicit, and sometimes not so implicit, atomic blackmail.
The result was the toughening of Stalin’s foreign policy; he put on a
brave appearance and became less inclined to compromise with the
United States.

It is interesting to contrast the underlying motivations of Stalin’s pol-
icy with the contemporary perception of this policy in the United States.
Perhaps no other single policy document exercised greater influence on
Washington’s approach to the Soviets than George Kennan’s so-called
Long Telegram of February 22, 1946. In this masterfully worded analy-
sis Kennan, at the time the chargé d’affairs in Moscow, argued: “Soviet
power, unlike that of Hitlerite Germany, is neither schematic nor adven-
turistic. It does not work by fixed plans. It does not take unnecessary
risks. Impervious to the logic of reason, it is highly sensitive to the logic
of force. For this reason it can easily withdraw—and usually does when
strong resistance is encountered at any point. Thus, if the adversary has
sufficient force and makes clear his readiness to use it, he rarely has to do
so.”60 Push Stalin, Kennan seemed to say, and he will back down. The
reality was much more complicated. While careful not to trigger an early
war with the United States, Stalin interpreted the logic of force differently
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than did Kennan. His interpretation seemed to be: withdraw in the face
of pressure, and you will invite more pressure.

How, then, can one explain Soviet participation in the U.N. Atomic
Energy Commission? On the one hand, it was never more than a cover-
up for the Soviet atomic project. Stalin talked of prohibition of atomic
weapons just as Kurchatov and his team worked around the clock to pro-
duce such a weapon. On the other hand, the UNAEC offered Stalin an
opportunity to redress what he perceived as intensifying atomic blackmail
on the part of the United States. The commission was a forum where
the Soviet delegates could talk loudly about world peace and point a dis-
crediting finger in the Americans’ direction. After all, a continuing U.S.
atomic monopoly was a good reason to complain of Washington’s dou-
ble standards and duplicity. Another Soviet hope was to extract valuable
information about atomic weapons from the commission. In other
words, Soviet participation in the UNAEC in no way signaled Stalin’s
willingness to embrace international control of atomic energy, except to
the extent that the U.S. would unilaterally abandon its monopoly on the
bomb. As a hardened realist, Stalin could not count on that happening.

The Gromyko Plan, presented to the UNAEC on June 19, 1946, re-
flected Soviet assessment of the commission as serving no practical pur-
pose except for the dual aim of anti-U.S. propaganda and information
gathering. This translated into an intransigent Soviet position at the
AEC, resulting in a lack of progress in negotiations for a number of
months. Realizing the difficulties of defending the original Soviet plan 
at the commission, Skobeltsyn and later Gromyko suggested tactical
changes in Soviet policy, which in form would move Moscow closer to
the Baruch Plan, but in substance simply restated the basic Soviet posi-
tion: not to allow international control or inspection outside the Secu-
rity Council framework, where the USSR exercised veto power. This basic
Soviet strategy was evident to contemporary U.S. observers. As John
Davis of the American embassy in Moscow argued in one report in No-
vember 1946, “It is evident that the USSR will not voluntarily cooper-
ate in any effective international scheme for inspection and control of
atomic energy. If under pressure it consented as a matter of tactics to pro
forma inspection and control, it would still employ every ruse and strat-
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agem to prevent such inspection and control from fulfilling the purposes
for which they were designed.”61 What we know today of Stalin’s foreign
policy priorities and Soviet behavior on the international scene, and the
disclosure of documents on the gigantic scale of the Soviet atomic proj-
ect in 1945 – 46, tend to confirm Davis’s conclusions. Soviet participa-
tion in the early efforts to control atomic energy was simply a part of
Stalin’s survival strategy until he, too, had the bomb.
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